
Year 4 Self-isolation Schedule: Week Beginning 29.03.2021 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
English (30 min.) 

On Monday and Tuesday, you are 
going to write a short story about Tim 
takin part in another outdoor activity. 
Look at board.  Write about the lead 
up to the activity and what happens 

during the activity. 
For support, use apostrophe mat, 
synonyms for ‘said’ mat and direct 

speech mat to help you. 

English (30 min.) 
Today, you are going to continue 
writing about Tim competing an 

outdoor activity. Look at board. Use 
apostrophe mat, synonyms for ‘said’ 
mat and direct speech mat to help 

you. 

 

English (30 min.) 
Imagine that you are one of the main 

characters from Cliffhanger- Tim, Giles, 
Biscuits or Kelly. Write a postcard from 

them to one of the other main 
characters. Look at board. Remember 

to include typical things that they 
would say and think. Use this template 

to help you. 

English (30 min.) 
To end the week, we are looking at the 
correct use of the homophones where, 

were, we’re and wear. Look at board 
and identify the correct homophone 

on this worksheet.  (Page 1 only) 

 

Maths (45 min.) 
Practice on Automatic Training Mode 
on Times Table Rockstars.  Get your 

levels up as high as possible! 
W.A.L.T. Describe a fraction. 

What is a fraction?  Watch this video 
and stop at the pauses.  Complete the 

MyMaths fraction activity. 

Maths (45 min.) 
Practice your doubles and halves on 

HitTheButton. 
W.A.L.T. Identify unit and non-unit 

fractions of shapes. 
Watch this video and complete the 
activities.  Questions and answers. 

Maths (45 min.) 
Practice on Automatic Training Mode 
on Times Table Rockstars.  Get your 

levels up as high as possible! 
W.A.L.T. Measure in m and cm. 

Today we revisit finding equivalent 
measures in m and cm.  Video and 

activities / answers here.  

Maths (45 min.) 
Practice your doubles and halves on 

HitTheButton. 
W.A.L.T. Measure in cm and mm 

Today we revisit finding equivalent 
measures in cm and mm.  Video and 

activities / answers here. 

 

Topic – Science 
Which processes are involved in the water cycle? 

Watch this video explaining the water cycle and listen to this water cycle 
song! Print off this water cycle diagram, or draw your own, colour and 

label. 

Topic – RE 
What is the importance of Easter week? 

Look at this presentation about the events of Holy week. Use this 
template of a cross to print off or copy. Draw or write about the events 

of each day in the boxes on the cross. 

 

Spelling (5 min.) 
-ssion suffix 

Copy out the spellings  

Spelling (5 min.) 
-ssion suffix 

Practise your spellings. Firstly, write 
them forwards then backwards. 

For example    backwards 
                          sdrawkcab 

Spelling (5 min.) 
-ssion suffix 

Write sentences for half of your 
spellings using a range of conjunctions. 

Spelling (5 min.) 
-ssion suffix 

Complete on wordsearch on –ssion 
words 

 

Reading Book (10 min.) 
Reading Home Reader (to an adult if 

possible) 

Reading (10 min.) 
Complete one Combo on Reading Plus 

Reading Book (10 min.) 
Reading Home Reader (to an adult if 

possible) 

Reading (10 min.) 
Complete on Combo on Reading Plus 
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26.03.21. to be tested 01.04.21.           Spelling practice: Look, say, cover, write, 
check 

Look Say Cover Write Check Write Check Write Check 

   exampel  example  example  
expression         
discussion         
impression         
permission         
possession         
confession         
admission         
transmission         
profession         
depression         

 

 

 

 



 

 

Write definitions for any words you are unsure of: 

Word Definition 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Choose five words to write in your own sentences: 

1.) ____________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 

2.) ____________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 

3.) ____________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 

4.) ____________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 



5.) ____________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 


